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Abstract:
Software re-engineering, a recent research area includes reverse engineering & forward engineering while
Hybrid re-engineering incorporates both the engineering processes where reverse engineering applies to
existing system code to extract design & requirements, although this is often used as means to mitigate
risks & reduced costs of operation and maintaining the software system. This paper briefly describes
traditional re-engineering then discusses the emerging process of hybrid-reengineering which is often used
as means to simplify the cumbersome tasks. The paper represents how maintenance is going to be effect
with the help of given software engineering approaches. An analysis of various possible risks, their impact
and mapping with various attributes is correspondingly depicted. This paper is also presenting the way to
reduce the impact of most of these risks by using hybrid re-engineering.
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1. Introduction
Re-engineering is the examination, analysis and alteration of an existing software system to
reconstitute it in a new form, and the subsequent implementation of the new form [1].Hybrid Reengineering “is a re-engineering process that uses not just a single, but a combination of
abstraction levels and alteration methods to transition an existing system to a target system [4].
Though the task of hybrid-reengineering is quite appropriate than normal re-engineering but there
are plenty of risks associated with various principles such as Re-think & Re-specify, Re-Design,
Re-Code, Re-Test i.e. Technical risk, known risk & project risk belonging to various sub
categories of risk such as selection of code translation, operational, line by line translation is not
possible, quality, reliability, external, interfacing of COTS with legacy system, schedule, COTS
will
perform up to the standards. The process typically encompasses a combination of other processes
such
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as reverse engineering, re-documentation, restructuring, translation and forward engineering. As
the software industry moves to a new era, many new software design methodologies are
developed, improving software reusability and maintainability, and decreasing development and
maintenance time. But most companies have legacy systems that are out of data and costly to
maintain. These systems cannot just be replaced with new systems. They contain corporate
information and implied decisions that would be lost. They also are an investment, and were too
costly to develop and evolve just to discard.
For these purposes, re-engineering becomes a useful tool to convert old, obsolete systems to more
efficient, streamlined systems. But project development is always short on time and money,
making the need to look at alternatives necessary. The use of COTS packages is seen as a way to
increase reliability while decreasing development and test time. Translation of code is a means of
decreasing time and cost. This has resulted in a combination of the development methods into a
form of hybrid re-engineering. Hybrid re-engineering is a reengineering process that uses not just
a single, but a combination of abstraction levels and alteration methods to transition an existing
system to a target system.
1.1 Re-engineering Model: The goal is to understand the existing software (specification,
design and implementation) and then to re-implement it to improve the functionality,
performance or implementation of the system and it is used to maintain the existing
functionality and prepare for functionality to be added later, achieving greater reliability,
preparation for functional enhancement, improve maintainability & migration [1]. Software
re-engineering was described by Chikofsky, E. and Cross [18].
1.2 System Re-engineering: Re-structuring or re-writing part or all of a legacy system without
changing its functionality considered as system re-engineering [2]. It applies where subsystem of a larger system require frequent maintenance [3]. Re-engineering involves adding
effort to make functionality of those systems easier to maintain. The system may be restructured and re-documented [13]. Generally, there are following phases of software reengineering : Source code translation, Reverse engineering, Program structure improvement,
Program modularisation and Data re-engineering.

2. Related Work:
Re-engineering is generally discussed as “business process change”. Such change imposes new
requirements on systems. Pooley et. al. include re-engineering in business process change not
only changes over time within one organization but also the situation presenting many of the
same problems in which a system developed in one organization and to be used in another[15].
Expert in re-engineering are much rarer than are experts in design and most of the engineers do
not have much research experience in this area[13]. The problems with legacy systems had posed
everywhere in the world. Brodie et. al. define a legacy system as one that significantly resists
modification and evolution to meet new and constantly changing business requirements
regardless of the technology used to design it[17]. The legacy system is replaced by a new system
with the same or improved functionality [13].
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Figure 1- Hybrid Re-Engineering Model

3. Hybrid Re-engineering
Hybrid re-engineering is a re-engineering process that uses not just a single, but a combination of
abstraction levels and alteration methods to transition an existing system to a target system.
As shown in the figure 1, reverse engineering is the process in which we start from the
implementation phase and moving towards the coding, design and requirement phase. Forward
engineering is the process which provides downward abstraction from requirement to the
implementation phase. In above figure reverse engineering & forward engineering both are
represented simultaneously. At first step, the feasibility study is being done i.e. checking system
compatibility, after the feasibility is done requirements are re-specify as per the need of the user.
The Software Requirements Specification, an output of the requirement phase matters a lot as it
consists of all the requirements in written form and is a legal document. In order to re-specify the
requirements we need to map these with the SRS. Then after first phase we move towards the
next phase i.e. mapping of restructured SRS to the design. The backtracking from one phase to
other phase is possible in the figure and is denoted by a bi-directional arrow. In this phase the
mapping of restructured SRS to the Design document is being done i.e. integration of new SRS to
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design in order to get the redesigned document which is the output of this phase. As SRS changes
the design structure consisting of DFD/ ER diagrams/UML diagrams need to be changed as per
the extent of changed requirements. After the second phase a redesigned document as an output
we move to the next phase i.e. Design Document to recode wherein the coding part is being
modified as per the changes being made in the design document to make effective the changed
requirements. Figure 1 is depicting the way how hybrid re-engineering is working. We can
backtrack from this phase to second phase and vice versa if there is such need. The output of this
phase leads to retesting & reintegration of the various software modules to perform the exact
functionality. As soon as the recode is being done or being modified by the experts so there is the
need for testing team to retest the recoded software wherein they check for the bugs, errors &
faults and if there is such thing then there is a need to go back to the previous phase or on
the first phase of requirements. If everything is perfect so integration is being done among various modules
or part of software system to act as a single system. After the integration of various modules are being
done, there is a need to implement the modified system and get the target system which is required by the
user.

The whole process or the phases as described above tends to the term re-engineering where in the
existing system is being taken off performing the reverse engineering, forward engineering and
thereby the target system after the modification being done at every phase. The main advantage of
the re-engineering is that it reduces time, effort & money as software is not developed from
scratch. Besides the advantages of re-engineering, there are some limitations as there are no
metrics available for quantitative measurement. A more sophisticated and efficient approach of
re-engineering exists termed as hybrid re-engineering. Hybrid reengineering is an approach in
which the part of system which is causing problem is structured again and remaining is kept as it.
We can also say that there are two parts of a system i.e. stable & unstable. A stable part is that
part that is not causing any problem to the software and need not be touched although the
unstable part is that part which is causing problem in the system and hence needs to be
reengineered.
In order to do the hybrid reengineering the reengineering model is mapped on with the software
component library that can be Commercial off the shelf (COTS) or Math description engineering
(MDE). Because hybrid reengineering uses COTS or MDE libraries through which design and
requirements can be specified much faster thereby reducing effort, time and increasing reliability.
COTS have some risk associated with it i.e. A package will not perform an anticipated or
advertised, or that will be unreliable, immature or incomplete. Also COTS product may limit
further enhancements to the system because changes in COTS provided functions may not be
possible due to legal or contractual issues.
All the main principles of hybrid reengineering
approach namely re-specify, redesign, recode & retest the main task remains of integrating all the
work of these principles together to make an effective model or system. Any specific principle is
useless unless there is no integration with the other. For Example: If software developer is
developing software by following various SDLC phases and works on every phase but did not
integrate with each other so one cannot move further to achieve the ultimate objective. So,
custom glue provides an interface between all these phases to integrate with each other is applied
on.
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3.1 Benefits of Hybrid Re-engineering:
Hybrid re-engineering has the advantage that it reduces development schedule and hence reduced
costs. The development schedule is shortened first by minimizing the amount of reverse
engineering. The
use of COTS decreases forward engineering development and test time and thus costs. The use of
properly selected COTS also increases reliability because these packages have been extensively
tested.

3.2 Limitations of Hybrid Re-engineering:
Since the hybrid re-engineering is a new approach in the re-engineering although a very cost
efficient approach as it reduces development time & cost but there are no metrics available for
this in order to measure the scalability & performance.

4. Risk Assessment
One method for identifying risks is to create a risk item checklist [6]. Figure 2 is represented
different risks associated with software development life cycle phases.
S
NO

PHASES

1.

Requirements

2.
Design

3.
Coding

4.

Testing &
Integration

RISKS
The package will not
perform an
anticipated or
advertised, or that
will be unreliable,
immature or
incomplete.
Custom code has the
same inherent risks
as any software
developed: Quality,
Reliability, and
Schedule.
Availability of
experienced
personnel.
External & Tool
Support

Figure 2- Risks Associated With Hybrid Re-Engineering Model
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This is the broad classification while as shown in Figure 3, the categorization can be used for risk
identification and focuses on some subset of technical, known and project risks in the following
generic subcategories:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

Development Environment (DE)—risks associated the availability and quality of the
COTS/MDE tools.
Product Size (PS)—risks impact is directly proportional to the overall product size that
has to be hybrid re-engineered/re-build/re-modified.
Size and experience (ST)—risks associated with the overall technical and project
experience of the software engineers who will do the task of hybrid re-engineering.
Customer characteristics (CU)—risks associated with the sophistication of the customer
and the developer's ability to communicate with the customer in a timely manner.
Technology to be built (TE)—risks associated with the complexity of the system to be reengineered and the "newness" of the technology that is packaged by the system.
Process definition (PR)—risks associated with respect to the process followed by the
organization to perform hybrid re-engineering.
Business impact (BU)—risks associated with constraints imposed by management or the
marketplace and also the Domain of the business causes risks for performing hybrid reengineering.

Figure 3- Classification of risks with their category

The cloud in figure 3 is representing the risks those are reduced with the help of hybrid reengineering. Quality, reliability, Schedule, COTS performance up to the standard and interfacing
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of COTS with legacy software, these risks are reduced because the development schedule is
shortened first by minimizing the amount of reverse engineering and the use of COTS decreases
forward engineering development and test time and thus costs. The use of properly selected
COTS also increases reliability because these packages have been extensively tested[3][11].
The mapping diagram can be organized in different ways. Questions relevant to each of the topics
can be answered for each software project. The answers to these questions allow the planner to
estimate the impact of risk. A different risk item checklist format simply lists characteristics that
are relevant to each generic subcategory. Finally, a set of “risk components and drivers" are
listed. A mapping of various risks and impact on various attributes of software project has been
proposed in the paper. This provides useful insight into generic risks for software projects and
should be used whenever risk analysis and management is instituted. However, a relatively short
list of questions can be used to provide a preliminary indication of whether a project is “at risk”.
These risks may be catastrophic, critical, marginal or negligible depends on the impact value [10].
In figure 4 all underlined risks are reduced /eliminated by hybrid re-engineering. As shown in
below figure 4 various risks associated with the different type of principles are mapped in or
linked with each other by direction. Technical risk, threaten the quality and timeliness of the
software to be produced. If the technical risk becomes a reality, implementation may become
difficult or impossible. Known risks are those risk that can be uncovered after careful evaluation
of the project plan the business and technical environment in which the project is being
developed. Project risks; threaten the project plan i.e. if the project risks become real it is likely
that the project schedule will slip and that costs will increase.

5. Software Metrics for Hybrid Re-Engg.
Metrics is a quantitative measurement of its attributes. Various parameters such as Cost,
Reliability, Quality, Object-Oriented Measures, Reusability, Complexity, and Portability can be
used to measure the software re-engineering in quantitative form. As shown in figure. 5,
corresponding metrics leads to various factors responsible for the measurement of the software
re-engineering.

6. Software Maintenance
Software maintenance is the process of modifying a software system or component after delivery
to correct faults, improve performances or other attributes, or adapt to a changed environment. In
case of hybrid reengineering Corrective & Perfective maintenance is applicable. Here in case of
corrective maintenance the developed software is considered and as per the user requirements
forward engineering followed by reverse engineering in order to get the changed requirements &
finally modify or reengineer
the software system. While in case of perfective maintenance, we apply reengineering processes
in order to modify the software system in terms of performance.
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Risks

Software Impact

Figure 4- Mapping of Risks with the impact on software system
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Figure 5- Hybrid Engineering Metrics

7. Conclusion
Rapid changes in the computer industry continually introduce new hardware and software,
making older systems obsolescent and difficult to maintain. Software re-engineering provide
reduced risk level. There is a high risk in new software development. There may be development
problems, staffing problems and specification problems which are reduced by the use of reengineering process. Another advantage of software re-engineering is reduced cost. The cost of
re-engineering is often significantly less than the costs of developing new software because some
part i.e. sub-systems are used as it is and some sub-systems are changed. Based on previous
history, project development is usually short on time and money, making it necessary to look at
alternatives. Hybrid Re-engineering plays a vital role in this scenario. The use of re-engineering
approaches provides a way to increase reliability and quality of the system while decreasing
development efforts. Translation of code is a means of decreasing time and cost. This results in a
combination of development methods into a form of hybrid re-engineering.
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